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Is “fracking” the term most commonly used by 
the general public? Yes

Is “fracking” a slang term? No



“Fracking” is the common term and is not slang.

This conclusion is supported by analyses of:

● Data from dictionaries

● Large databases that reflect how language is used

● Data from Colorado newspapers



Dictionaries
“Fracking” and 

“Hydraulic Fracturing”



Dictionaries
Source “fracking” entry? …labeled 

informal/slang?
“hydraulic fracturing” 

entry?

Collins English 
Dictionary

yes no yes

Dictionary.com yes no yes

Encyclopedia 
Britannica

yes no no

Macmillan English 
Dictionary

yes no no

Merriam-Webster yes no yes

Oxford English 
Dictionary

yes no yes (but listed under 
“hydraulic”)



Examples of slang/informal entries: Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary



Examples: Merriam-Webster Dictionary



Examples: Merriam-Webster Dictionary



Corpus Analysis
Which term is more commonly 

used?



Reference Corpora

1. Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)          
(1 billion words)

2. Corpus of Historical American English (COHA)                         
(475 million words)

3. iWeb (international corpus of websites)                                    
(14 billion words)



Corpus fracking hydraulic fracturing

Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA) 2,165 464

Corpus of Historical 
American English (COHA) 83 20

iWeb 25,692 6,501

“commonly known as …” 35* 0

“better known as …” 11 0

“best known as …” 1 0

*includes 7 occurrences of “more commonly known as fracking”

Reference Corpora: Analysis
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“fracking” and “hydraulic fracturing” frequencies



Reference Corpora: Analysis Examples (COCA)

On Sept. 24, President Skorton and Glenn Altschuler, Vice President of 
University Relations co-authored Forbes article entitled, "Fracking: A Role 
for Universities.” - The Cornell Daily Sun

Engineers in areas without much water, such as Basel, sometimes create 
boreholes by way of hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," which involves 
forcefully injecting water to create fissures. - Popular Science

Under the law, companies that use a drilling technique called hydraulic 
fracturing -- commonly known as fracking -- to tap gas deposits in shale 
would have been free to drill even in areas where local officials had voted 
against wells. - publicintegrity.org



Reference Corpora: Analysis Examples (COHA)

“The industry is also reaping massive benefits from the federal money that 
set off the explosion of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, the controversial 
technology used to squeeze gas and oil from shale deposits.” - Mother Jones

“Formally called hydraulic fracturing, fracking has allowed drillers to 
make money off sandstones and shales that had been considered too ‘tight’ 
for the gas and oil to flow freely into wells.” - Science News

“Thanks to hydraulic fracturing -- or fracking, as it’s often called --
America’s shale fields are now capable of yielding massive quantities of 
previously inaccessible natural gas.” - Popular Mechanics



Reference Corpora: Analysis Examples (iWeb)

“Hydraulic fracturing -- better known as fracking -- is a technique that 
uses high-pressure fluids to " fracture " and extract gas…” - tomdispatch.com

“… in exporting American-style hydraulic fracturing the controversial, 
environmentally damaging technique best known as fracking to countries 
all over the world.” - theintercept.com

“Hydraulic fracturing, commonly known as fracking, is a method used to 
extract underground natural gas using high-pressure injections of fluid…”
- chem.info



Specialized Colorado Corpora

● The COCA - Colorado Sources corpus includes hits on all sources from the COCA 
reference corpus with either “Colorado” or “Denver” in the name (e.g. CBS News 
Colorado; The Colorado Independent).

● The Denver Post newspaper articles corpus includes all article results on The 
Denver Post’s website that appear under searches for “fracking” and/or “hydraulic 
fracturing.” 

● The iWeb - Colorado News corpus includes hits on nine widely circulated Colorado 
daily newspapers that are included in the iWeb reference corpus.

● The Pueblo Chieftain newspaper articles titles corpus includes all titles of articles 
on the Pueblo Chieftain’s website that appear under searches for “fracking” and/or 
“hydraulic fracturing”. This corpus dates back to the year 2000.



Corpus fracking hydraulic fracturing

COCA - Colorado Sources 116 15

The Denver Post newspaper articles 1765 1060

iWeb - Colorado News 136 30

The Pueblo Chieftain newspaper
article titles

28 1

Specialized Colorado Corpora



Specialized Colorado Corpora:
“fracking” and “hydraulic fracturing” frequencies



Specialized Colorado Corpora: Analysis Examples 
(COCA - Colorado Sources)

“Most operators hire oil field service companies, such as Baker Hughes and 
Halliburton, for drilling and hydrofracturing, or fracking, which pumps 
pressurized fluids into wells to crack rock and release oil.” - The Denver Post

“The team will review hydraulic-fracturing, or fracking, practices, and the 
effort includes a citizen-science component.” - The Denver Post

“As Pew project Stateline reported last week, each instance of hydraulic 
fracturing, or fracking, includes anywhere from 2 million to 12 million 
gallons of water.” - The Colorado Independent



A note on “fracking” in article titles…

The first written 
use of the term 
“fracking” was in 
the title of an 
article in The Oil 
and Gas Journal
in 1953 ➤

 



Is “fracking” the term most commonly 
used by the general public? Yes
Is “fracking” a slang term? No

● “Fracking” is far more commonly used than the term “hydraulic 
fracturing” as attested to by large reference corpora of spoken and 
written American English and Colorado news sources

● “Fracking”  appears in dictionaries and it is not labelled as slang.


